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 It was released on 6 July 1989 in India. Ankush is a 1984 Indian Malayalam film directed by M. Krishnan Nair. It is based on the Indian novel of the same name by Mano Menon. The film stars Prem Nazir, Madhuri Dixit, Jayasudha, Sukumari and Baburaj. The film had musical score by M. S. Baburaj. In this superb entertainment, a young couple has a relationship that unravels because of their
opposite character traits. The story line is based on the relationship between the husband and wife, but the effect is universal and the audience can relate with many different situations. Vyabhichan (Anil Kapoor) is a hard working man living in Pimpaloor village in Tamil Nadu. He lives with his father (M. N. Nambiar), mother (Shobha) and elder brother (Vasu) along with his ailing grandmother. His

childhood best friend, Bujji (K. R. Vijaya) lives in the next house. One day Vyabhichan realizes that his father is living a double life. He gathers all the proofs he has gathered over the past few years and confronts his father. After a bitter fight, Vyabhichan leaves home and boards a ship to London with his girlfriend Meera (Jayaprada). Meera tells him that she is from England and is returning to India
after fulfilling her long-standing promise of marriage. Before they reach London, Vyabhichan loses control of the ship while navigating. Meera is able to land the ship safely on the coast of India while Vyabhichan slips into the sea. Before he dies, Vyabhichan's father instructs his father and brother to break the truth to his mother. The three of them, with the help of a lawyer, collect all the evidence

they have and finally confront his mother and Bujji about the lies they have been living. The truth hurts Meera as she finds out that she is not the daughter of the owner of the publishing house she had told her. After Meera confronts Bujji about the lies, Bujji shows her the proofs of the owner's hidden affair. Meera realizes that it was her father who had told her that she is his daughter. Her father was
cheating on her mother by lying about being married 520fdb1ae7
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